Our cataphoresis is available in the matte version, too. The advantage of matte cataphoresis is transforming a once polished and bright substrate in a matte surface or a surface that has a sandy effect through the application of this paint as a final layer. The use of this paint helps to industrialize matte fashion finishings eliminating costs generally associated with this kind of finishing effect, usually obtainable through mechanical operations.

Features
- Transform polished surfaces into matte surfaces
- Transparent nano-ceramic cataphoretic paint
- Obtainable thicknesses from 5 to 30 micron
- Resistance to abrasion and corrosion

Caratteristiche
- Trasforma superfici lucide in opache
- Vernice cataforetica nano ceramica trasparente
- Spessori ottenibili da 5 a 30 micron
- Resistente all’abrasione e alla corrosione